Autism spectrum disorders are a set of neurodevelopmental disorders that are characterized by deficits in social communication, narrow interests and 1 engagement in repetitive behaviours .
1 engagement in repetitive behaviours .
Children diagnosed with ASD often display atypical processing of auditory 2, 3 information, to both simple and complex (e.g. speech) stimuli .
Recent studies have shown that the human auditory brainstem can encode context-dependent information and extract auditory regularities from the 4, 5 recent past in order to detect novel events .Therefore, any disruption in the low level processing of the auditory regularities might propagate to higher levels and underlie auditory deficits as observed in autism.
The sustained frequency following response (FFR) of the auditory brainstem reflects the neural phase-locking of brainstem neurons to the 6 continuous acoustic features of a sound .
To examine the encoding of acoustic regularities in children diagnosed with ASD at the level of the auditory brainstem. More specifically, we focused on how the FFR is modulated by stimulus repetitions.
Aim of the study: CONCLUSION > Our findings suggest that regularity encoding (based on stimulus repetitions) in the auditory brainstem is altered in children with ASD. > Increased FFR amplitude in ASD children suggests a higher neuronal activation by each repetition. > Impaired top down modulation from cortical areas might account for the atypical responses observed in the ASD group.
CONCLUSION
> Our findings suggest that regularity encoding (based on stimulus repetitions) in the auditory brainstem is altered in children with ASD. > Increased FFR amplitude in ASD children suggests a higher neuronal activation by each repetition. > Impaired top down modulation from cortical areas might account for the atypical responses observed in the ASD group. 
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